
T IS the quality of contributions by readers which makes

Kingsley Kickback such a good read. Not only are these

views diverse in concept, but also in geographical origin. 

Last month, Kevin Hall wrote in from Toowoomba, Australia

which is about 80 miles west of Brisbane in Queensland. His

subject was jockeyship. He made some excellent points and

finished by saying: ‘I am interested in identifying true jockeyship

through various factors.’

It is obvious from Kevin’s missive that he rejects the concept

of the jockeys’ championship as a hierarchy of talent. He

suggests that talent among the leading 50 jockeys is mostly

interchangeable and opportunity is the real driver of success.

It is hard to argue with this view. Kevin writes: ‘Once a rider

gets opportunities on decent horses, they get better rides that

enhance their statistics.’ This same effect was summarised

by the great John Whitley of Racing Research

(www.racingresearch.co.uk) as ‘a circular process’ – perception

drives opportunity which drives winning which drives

perception.

To break this cycle, a measure of true talent is required. This

requires a statistical model in which the quality of a rider’s

mounts is discounted from his or her record, leaving just the

effect of the rider at the margin. Whitley himself has done this

annually for many years, and current Johnston Racing jockeys

such as Joe Fanning, Franny Norton, Ben Curtis, P J McDonald

and Silvestre De Sousa have all fared well by this measure. 

I have done various studies of the efficacy of Whitley’s Riding

Effect figures over the years and every one has come out

positive. I cannot speak for John’s proprietary methodology, but

I do know how such a task is undertaken in general. 

Every performance of a horse describes an equation:

Firstly, we assume the merit of the horse is fixed (clearly

flawed, but bear with me) and consider the performance ratings

of every horse as a referendum on the talent of the rider. Here,

for example, is the data for the Johnston yard’s Gear Up

according to Racing Post Ratings (RPR) before the Derby. 

Now, nobody in their right mind would think the merit of these

performances is any true reflection on the merit of the riders,

because this is only one horse and only five rides. A jockey is

trying to win the race, not achieve the highest rating, and De

Sousa is actually unbeaten on Gear Up!

Over thousands of races, however, this method produces

results which do a good job of beating the betting market when

applied to future events. Yes, there is a ton of noise in the system,

but the weak signal of talent eventually washes out and is highly

valuable. For an analogy, think of batting averages in cricket.

One innings tells us very little about a batsman, but 500 innings

tell us nearly everything (only after allowing for the quality of

pitches and bowling, to be technical).

HERE is a problem with even this approach, however.

Some riders are able to pick their mounts more flexibly

than others and some are used more often when a horse

is fancied. In effect, they game the system described above and

come out better than they deserve. 

Is there a scientific responsonse to Kevin’s queries? Partly.

Many believe it is in the gift of people who can ride themselves

to identify the same ability in others – no doubt with validity.

But, are they capable of true objectivity having been part of the

circus themselves? For the rest of us, we can at least consider

the component skills of a rider in a scientific framework, and by

observing them over time gain an appreciation of a rider’s skill.

Pace judgment

Two months ago, I based an article here on Subjectivist’s split

times in the £500,000 Dubai Gold Cup at Meydan. The graph

(opposite page)  shows the key plot. The green line measures the

actual speed of Dr Jim Walker’s marvellous stayer and the blue

dashed line is a nominal version of even pace.

This kind of plot can be produced for every race. The

difference between the two lines is theoretically jockey error

because it represents the rider’s deviation from the most efficient

rate of energy use. Here, we know Joe Fanning came about as

close to perfection as is possible, taking into account the fact that

there are bends and even slight undulations to throw a rider off

perfectly level pace. In a larger sample of 500 rides, we can

obtain a truer measure of how well a jockey understands the

underlying concept of pace.

Game Theory

Races are not time trials, but a trade-off between the constraints

outlined in the last section and the tactical considerations of a

race. A rider who sets a slow pace and winds it up from halfway

is making a mistake in terms of efficiency but inducing

opponents behind to make an even bigger one because they are

much further behind optimal pace. 

However, a rider on a stayer who tries this stop-start tactic can

make a huge error by turning the race into a sprint. One reason

for making the running in the first place was to offset a horse’s

lack of acceleration. 

Sometimes, the optimal pace leaves a horse at the back of the

field. This is often true at Royal Ascot on the straight track where
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races can be too strongly run. Again, however, a jockey must

instinctively trade off patience with getting a clear run.

Geometry

Modern tracking systems such as Course Track, Total

Performance Data and Trakus can measure the distance a horse

actually took in a race. Many races are lost because jockeys don’t

think it important – or simply cannot – go the shortest way. Once

again, however, a jockey must balance this consideration with

minimising the chance of interference. 

A horse loses one length per horse-width out from the rail for

every 180 degrees traversed round a one-mile oval. Our tracks

are bigger than this, apart from Chester, and so the aggregate of

ground loss is considerable when set against the distances horses

are beaten. 

However, the importance of ground loss is usually less than

in Australia or America because horses are usually not running

as hard into the bends, and what really matters is energy loss

which is proportional to speed.

Drafting

This a controversial topic. Drafting (streamlining behind a rival)

is an important consideration in running, cycling and skiing. The

formula for aerodynamic drag (which is a force) is:

So, objects travelling faster (v2) suffer exponentially more air

resistance, but the surface presented to the air (A) is also

proportional. Horses run about twice as fast as humans, but this

is cancelled out because

humans present four

times the area to the air

because of running

upright (Wilkins, 2010).

Moreover, the energy

required to overcome air

resistance is a smaller

fraction of the total

energy transformed by a

horse compared with a

human, so drafting is not

as important for horses.

This conclusion tallies

strongly with the

correlation between

front-running and

winning observed in the

data. 

There are three

important caveats to discounting drafting though: firstly, on a

horse who is deliberately held up, it is at least somewhat better

to be covered up than not, especially on a round track; secondly,

when facing a headwind on a straight track, the effect of air

resistance goes up sharply (the wind strength is added to the ‘v’

term in the equation) and the advantages of front-running

diminish because even pace isn’t so important and interference

is less likely;  and thirdly, horses who are covered up tend to

settle better and run more evenly. 

Bias observance

This is a much bigger factor than drafting and I consider it

hugely important. Since artificial watering increased, biases have

arguably increased with them. Every track in the country is prone

to running lanes of different speed, especially when it rains on

top of watering. The ability to process the implications of results

on the fly and make adjustments is given to very few jockeys, in

my opinion.  

Experience versus age-related decline

Jockeys can ride at a very high level well past their 50th birthday

because experience in all the above factors can compensate for

the kind of physical decline which sports scientists have proven

occurs. It is hard to say exactly how athletic a feat horse riding

is, only that it is awesome to watch especially given the dangers.

When you factor in mental acuity, top jockeys are a different

breed of cat.
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